I. INTRODUCTION
Problem solving-eliminating obstacles to progress-is central to human experience.
1 It begins at the earliest stages of development 2 and carries through to the end of one's days.
3 Individuals solve many problems so automatically that they hardly notice, relying on combinations of mental shortcuts and rules of thumb. 4 With respect to more deliberative problem solving, the human mind is capable of dealing with complex, novel situations, employing techniques that this Article will examine. Actors solve problems not only individually but also interactively. When two or more persons share the same objectives, they often collaborate in reaching mutually beneficial solutions. The primary glue that holds most of these informal private initiatives together is the bond of mutual trust. Law in general and contract law in particular are more likely to play a role in shaping behavior when actors lack common objectives and have no particular reason to trust each other. To be sure, strangers may cooperate with each other and make deals without help from the law.
5 But such help is available when the parties need it. Thus, contract law consists of officially derived solutions to the persistent problem of coordinating human conduct; more particularly, the problem of how individuals UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS LAW REVIEW [Vol. 2012 who do not necessarily share common objectives can more effectively solve their individual problems by binding themselves to promises of mutual assistance.
Regarding the explanatory power of this Article's problem-solving perspective, the underlying logic is quite simple. Given that contracts involve promises of future performance, it is understandable that scholarly observers would begin with the notion that contract law is mainly about keeping promises. 6 But the unenforceability of gift promises, even when earnestly and solemnly made, demands the qualification that only promises supported by consideration-bargains-are enforceable. But then the unenforceability of gambling contracts and clauses calling for breachbased penalties, both of which involve mutual consideration, embarrasses the bargain theory, which forces the conclusion, embraced by this analysis, that courts enforce only those categories of bargains that appear on their face, or may be presumed, to constitute solutions to preexisting problems. The outline of this Article's explanation of contract law is complete when one factors in the limits of the judicial contractenforcement process as a problem-solving mechanism. A court, it turns out, does not so much solve the parties' problems when it litigates contract claims as it implements the solutions already reached by the parties when they made their deal.
Part II consists of a descriptive overview of the nature of contract law as a set of constitutive tools by which actors reach and implement solutions to both individual and shared problems. Part II also addresses the question of why the problem solving facilitated by deal making is sufficiently important to warrant encouragement by contract law and describes how this Article fits into the broader scheme of contracts scholarship. Part III lays out the conceptual framework of problem solvingwhat problems are, what solutions are, and why it is useful to distinguish between solving a problem and implementing a solution. Part IV describes the decision processes by which both individual and institutional actors solve problems and identifies limits on the capabilities of different governmental decision makers. Because courts play the major institutional roles in contract settings, the main focus will be on the limits of adjudication. Part V relies on the insights from Parts III and IV to explain U.S. contract law generally as well as a number of its specific features that other perspectives on contract have difficulty explaining. The Article concludes by considering future applications of the problem-solving perspective to other aspects of U.S. law. 
II. AN OVERVIEW OF CONTRACT AS A MEANS OF SOLVING PROBLEMS AND IMPLEMENTING SOLUTIONS

A. The Constitutive Core and Regulative Penumbra of Contract
Whatever meaning may attach generally to the concept of constitutive rules, 7 contract law's constitutive core grants legal powers primarily to nongovernmental actors to engage in private ordering-to create private law by which to govern their interactions. 8 Scholars have traditionally contrasted constitutive law with prescriptive or regulative law. 9 Public regulation consists of governmentally imposed rules and standards that dictate how much care and restraint, at a minimum, actors must exercise to avoid causing injury to others. 10 No legal regime is exclusively constitutive or regulative. Some, such as tort law and criminal law, are mainly regulative with only relatively minor, albeit important, constitutive elements.
11
But every legal regime with a substantial constitutive component also regulates the private ordering it helps make possible. 12 Thus, accompanying its constitutive core, contract law includes a regulative penumbra by which courts keep both deal-making behaviors and deals themselves within appropriate bounds.
The constitutive elements of contract comprise its core because those elements are logically antecedent to the regulative. After all, unless and until actors make deals, there are no deals to regulate. To be sure, some of the interactive behaviors that typically lead to enforceable contracts give rise to legal remedies under contract's regulative penumbra even if the deal makers never strike a bargain. But contract scholars understand that these are invariably situations in which one or both parties have taken steps toward forming a contractual relationship. 13 It fol-7. See FREDERICK SCHAUER, PLAYING BY THE RULES: A PHILOSOPHICAL EXAMINATION OF RULE-BASED DECISION-MAKING IN LAW AND IN LIFE 6-7 (1991) (explaining that constitutive rules do not tell actors how to play a game; they make the game possible).
8. See ROBERT A. HILLMAN, PRINCIPLES OF CONTRACT LAW 2 (2004) (stating that deal makers create "private law"). Contract is certainly not the only body of U.S. constitutive law with significant private-ordering potential. Other examples include property law and procedural law. But contract stands out as the paradigm.
9. See SCHAUER, supra note 7. 10. Regulation typically does not attempt to establish maximum levels of care, relying on selfinterest to prevent actors from being too protective of the welfare of strangers.
11. Within tort law, an actor has the legal power to consent to the invasive conduct of others that would, in the absence of consent, be legally actionable. See generally RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § § 892-892A (1982) . More recently, tort theorists are developing the notion that tort law gives injured victims of allegedly tortious conduct, not rights to recover damages but rather, constitutive powers to bring claims for such recovery. 12. See HILLMAN, supra note 8, at ch. 6 (referring to the regulative rules of contract as serving a "policing" function); see also 1 E. ALLAN FARNSWORTH, FARNSWORTH ON CONTRACTS ch. 4 (3d ed. 2004).
13. Mel Eisenberg refers to these as "contractual contexts." Melvin A. Eisenberg, The Duty to Rescue in Contract Law, 71 FORDHAM L. REV. 647, 654 (2002) . UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS LAW REVIEW [Vol. 2012 lows that the constitutive dimensions of contract comprise its core not merely because they are arguably contract's most salient feature but also because they comprise contract's logical starting point.
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B. How Does Deal Making Solve Problems and Implement Solutions?
In most instances, the first step in solving problems by making deals is for the deal makers to reach solutions to their own problems unilaterally, without the other's direct involvement. 15 When these unilateral solutions call for the cooperation of other actors, the parties may engage in deal making to arrange for such mutual assistance. By entering negotiations, the parties are not necessarily collaborating to achieve a joint solution to a larger problem that they share in common. They are more likely seeking agreement regarding only those narrow aspects of their unilaterally derived, interlocking solutions that call for assistance from each other. Thus, when the parties strike such a deal, the deal's main function is to implement each side's solution to its own problem. Deal making may, of course, involve collaborative problem solving. Thus, while the preliminary aspects of deal making typically involve conflict resolution, once those terms are in place the parties often collaborate to improve what has become, by means of the initial agreement, a shared solution to a common problem. Indeed, when an agreement calls for future interactions over a longer time period, the collaborative problemsolving component of deal making may be very significant. Negotiations analysts emphasize these collaborative aspects of deal making. 16 Nevertheless, the potential for mutually beneficial collaboration should not divert attention from the reality that the power to bind others helps actors 14 . This conceptualization suggests that if actors are free to choose not to engage in deal making in the first instance, then contract's core is essentially amoral. 15. Obviously, simple contracts may arise spontaneously with neither side being required to invest independently in preliminary game plans. And one side may instigate the other's problem-solving efforts by suggesting the possibility of making a deal. But typically, each side develops its own solution to its own problem, which in all cases logically (and in most factually) precedes interaction with the other contracting party. to solve their individual problems even when deal making involves nothing more than zero-sum bargaining. 17 This introductory overview reveals a fundamental tenet of this Article's analysis: the problem solving that generates the tentative solutions-the game plans-that actors carry into deal making is accomplished by individuals and quite small groups of individuals acting creatively and collaboratively, based on shared objectives and mutual trust. 18 The inherently adversarial deal making that contract's constitutive core encourages, culminating as deal making often does in legally enforceable agreements, expands the reach and effectiveness of this preliminary process of problem solving by encouraging the problem solvers to rely on help from others. To be sure, the deal making often provides its own opportunities for collaboration. But strictly speaking, unilateral, nonadversarial processes of decision making solve most problems of any consequence. 19 As subsequent discussions will make clear, this insight has important implications not only for contract law but for U.S. law generally.
C. Why Is Private Problem Solving Sufficiently Important to Warrant Encouragement?
Contracts scholars engaged in normative analyses have argued that deal making is important either as an end in itself 20 or as a means of achieving overarching collective ends such as allocative efficiency. 21 As noted earlier, this Article advances a positive, instrumental view. While it observes that contract law self-consciously aims to encourage private ordering as a way of solving problems, it makes no claim regarding whether doing so promotes fairness or efficiency. Indeed, this Article's explanation of contract law is consistent with a wide range of normative theories. 22 In any event, assuming that solving problems without violat-17. Even when deal making does not directly involve collaboration, the availability of legally enforceable deals renders more meaningful the unilateral problem solving that almost always precedes, and often explicitly relies upon, subsequent implementation of the solutions through deal making.
18. Thus, even though this Article focuses on the problem-solving aspects of deal making, the primary joint problem-solving mechanism is the nonadversarial, unilateral decision making that often precedes, and is implemented by, the making of deals.
19. In parallel fashion to the manner in which the constitutive aspects of contract law logically precede its regulative aspects, unilateral problem solving based on mutuality and shared objectives logically precedes the bilateral combination of conflict resolution, collaborative problem solving, and solution implementation that occurs in making deals. ing relevant regulative norms is desirable, the important question is why a legal system would want to promote private ordering via private deal making rather than being satisfied with achieving public ordering through public regulation. 23 Contract law promotes private ordering for at least two reasons. First, doing so honors the traditional normative notion in U.S. law, reflected in the often-referenced objective of promoting freedom of contract, that problems with a significant private dimension should, whenever possible, be solved by private, not public, actors.
24 And second, promoting private ordering reflects the objective reality, to be developed in subsequent discussions, that the individuals and small groups that typically exercise power in private contexts are demonstrably more capable problem solvers from a technical standpoint than are U.S. governmental institutions.
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D. Where Does This Article Fit Within Contracts Scholarship?
Although a number of contract scholars engage in normative analysis, 26 scholars are producing a significant volume of work with a positive, analytical focus. 27 This Article clearly falls into the latter category. What corrective justice as long as the two are conceptually sequenced so that the former gives way to the latter when the two come into conflict). 23. Daniel Markovits stresses the importance of answering the question regarding why parties should make private agreements, in addition to the question of why they should honor agreements once made. See Markovits, supra note 14, at 1325-26. While Markovits answers the question normatively, the reasons in the text following this footnote consist of empirical observations regarding customary, commonly shared social norms and practices. 25. Regarding the technical superiority of private orderers as problem solvers, clearly the limits on the capabilities of U.S. governmental institutions are not immutable facts of nature but are, themselves, the products of value choices reflected in the structural designs of those institutions. It follows that, at least in theory, the discernable advantages that private problem solvers enjoy over their public counterparts are a function of normative choices that, in the final analysis, deserve a normative critique. Rather than attempting such a critique, this analysis accepts the relevant institutional designs and the value choices they reflect as part of the factual premises for the positive assertion that, in the U.S. legal system, the private ordering that contract law encourages is sufficiently more competent compared with normatively constrained public ordering to warrant giving robust effect to contract's constitutive core. To be sure, U.S. contract law traces its origins to sources predating the founding of the U.S. republic and its uniquely democratic institutions. But the most significant constraints on public ordering in the context of contract law-the limits of adjudication-have not changed significantly enough over time to undermine the legitimacy of the point here being made.
26. may not be so clear is the extent to which the descriptive theme of contract-as-problem-solving has played out in academic writing. Thus, early contracts scholars reflect a pragmatic, instrumental mindset when they justified the legal enforceability of executory bargains in terms of the need for business people to "make reliable arrangements for the future" 28 and spoke of some mutual promises being "of such great importance that social control must be applied." 29 In his classic essay on consideration, Lon Fuller observes that often the best forms of regulation are found in enforceable private agreements.
30
During the time period after World War II, Fuller's legal process colleagues spoke of law in general, including contract law, as reflecting "the never-ending efforts of people to maximize the satisfactions of their wants through the institutions and procedures of cooperative, interdependent living."
31
More recently, Mel Eisenberg has observed: "A bargain promise requires and embodies two choices by the promisor. First, the promisor must choose to achieve a certain objective. Second, the promisor must choose to achieve or further that objective by making a given [deal] ."
32
And in a recent book, Roy Kreitner describes the rapid rise and revolutionary triumph in early twentieth century U.S. contract law of the judicial construct of the calculating individual problem solver, who is free to reach tailor-made solutions, over the constrained contractual actor who had been, under prior law, forced to choose among off-the-rack, formally defined solutions. 33 Although Kreitner focuses on how rapidly the concept of the calculating problem solver came to be used by the courts rather than on the decision processes by which calculating actors devise tailor-made solutions, his analysis-including the specific examples he uses to illustrate his points-very much resonates with this Article's contractas-problem-solving thesis.
34
It remains to consider scholarship explicitly advancing the thesis that contract law is a means of achieving private ordering through problem solving. the planning theory of law, 35 including Curtis Bridgeman who has recently published an article using planning theory to explain portions of contract law. 36 In their view, "law is a set of plans promulgated by officials to solve coordination problems."
37 From the perspective advanced in this analysis, the equation of law with plans rather than solutions is somewhat off the mark. After all, a plan, as in the phrase "game plan" used earlier, 38 is a solution to a problem; so they seem to be saying that solutions solve problems, which is not particularly helpful. 39 Why do planning theorists equate law with plans rather than with solutions? A primary reason may be that the planning theorists rely on the work of a nonlawyer philosopher, Michael Bratman, who has developed the importance of forming stable, forward-looking intentions-plans-as part of his overview of practical reasoning. 40 In any event, this Article locates Bratman's concept of planning in the more inclusive concept of problem solving, in which planning plays an important, but not the only, part.
The published work of planning theorists reflects one further shortcoming: none of the theorists has examined the decision processes by which planning occurs. Instead, they accept plans as given, 41 occasionally focusing on who engaged in a particular type of planning without considering how they did so.
42 This is a significant omission. As this Article makes clear, inherent limits on the problem-solving capacities of various governmental agencies help to explain the formal contours of U.S. law in general, and limits on judicial problem solving explain contract law in particular. Rich literatures are available regarding how plans are made 36. Bridgeman, supra note 6, at 380-87. 37. Id. at 343. The concept of "coordination problems" is appropriate, and this Article embraces it. Thus, from the problem-solving perspective developed in this analysis, law may be defined as a set of official solutions to coordination problems.
38. See supra text accompanying note 18. 39. For one thing, the terms "plans" and "solutions" are not synonymous; while many solutions take the form of plans, not all of them do. For example, the clusters of no-duty tort and contract rules that include the absence of a general duty to rescue and limitations on duties to disclose represent public solutions to coordination problems, but only with difficulty can they be said to constitute plans for future action. Moreover, the assertion that law is a set of plans is misleading in that plans do not solve problems, planners do. As will be developed subsequently, plans or solutions identify the means by which obstacles to progress may be eliminated. The only role that the planning theorists ascribe to government is the official promulgation of certain plans; those theorists pay no serious attention to the processes by which such plans are derived. An actor has a problem when the actor: (1) perceives that an obstacle threatens to prevent the attainment of a desired objective, (2) realizes that a response strategy for overcoming the obstacle (a solution) is not immediately available, and (3) believes that an effective strategy may become available if appropriate efforts are undertaken. 43 The perceived obstacle, itself, is not the problem, although one often hears obstacles referred to as problems: "My biggest problem is a lack of self-confidence." In that circumstance, the problem inheres not in the lack of selfconfidence, which is the obstacle, but in the lack of adequate knowledge regarding how to respond effectively. 44 More accurately, one should say: "My problem is that I have not figured out how to gain the selfconfidence necessary to achieve my objectives." Moreover, it is the perception of an obstacle, not its actual existence, that creates the problem. Even a very real obstacle does not present an actor with a problem unless the actor perceives it, and a perception may create a problem for the actor even though the perceived obstacle does not actually exist.
It follows that an actor has a problem if, but only if, the actor thinks a problem exists, and its contours are as the actor perceives them to be. Although one may confront a very real and threatening obstacle, one does not have a problem to solve under any of the following circumstances: (1) when the actor does not perceive the obstacle to exist or does not deem it to be sufficiently threatening to warrant devising a response strategy; (2) even if the actor perceives a sufficiently threatening obsta- cle, when an adequate response strategy is immediately apparent; and (3) even when the actor perceives that the obstacle exists and that no response strategy is immediately available, when the actor believes that no adequate strategy could be developed in time to be of any benefit. The third of these circumstances may seem puzzling-one might suppose that an actor's perception that an important objective is in jeopardy would invariably present the actor with a problem. But without any hope of overcoming the obstacle posing the threat, the actor does not confront a problem that invites solution.
45
Analytical complexity, which makes problems difficult to solve, is mainly a function of the number of constituent elements and their interconnectedness. When a problem's elements are strongly interconnected, as with the strands of a spider's web, consideration of any one necessarily requires the simultaneous consideration of all, or most, of the others. Problems involving planning and design epitomize this form of nonlinear interconnectedness. 46 Anyone who has ever decorated a home or a suite of offices appreciates how challenging it can be to make all the elements-wall colors, floor coverings, window treatments, furniture, and lighting-harmonize within each room, and from room to room, to produce the desired overall effect. 47 To consider a significant change in any one of the important elements of decor usually requires reconsideration of, and possibly changes in, many of the others. Such problems, which Lon Fuller refers to as many centered, or polycentric, 48 will be centrally important in subsequent discussions of the problem-solving capacities of governmental institutions including, in connection with contract disputes, the judiciary. 45 . The notion that a problem, by its very nature, invites efforts to solve it is implicit in Allen Newell and Herbert Simon's definition. See supra note 43 and accompanying text. Human mortality is an example of an obstacle (physical death) that does not present a problem for most rational individuals. How to live longer or better presents problems that invite solutions; but how to live forever, physically at least, does not.
46. This may help to explain why planning theorists are comfortable with focusing on planning rather than problem solving. Because the great majority (but not all) of the difficult problems that public and private ordering addresses involve planning, the planning theorists end up focusing on mostly the right questions but for slightly wrong reasons. 
B. What Are Solutions?
A solution to a problem identifies the means by which it may be possible to overcome the obstacle giving rise to the problem. 49 The perceived response strategy need not appear to be certain or even likely to succeed to constitute a solution, nor must it actually be implemented. Certainly a response strategy represents a solution if the actor has sufficient confidence in it to cause the actor to abandon further efforts to devise a better strategy. 50 But even when the actor perceives a strategy that offers only a small probability of eliminating the obstacle and the actor continues searching for a better solution, the first response strategy may be said to constitute a tentative solution to a problem that continues to exist. Although a response strategy may constitute a solution and thus eliminate the problem even if it is not implemented, 51 when an attempt at implementation reveals that the proposed solution will not succeed but that another solution not yet identified may be possible, the problem revives.
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Solving a problem must be distinguished from resolving a conflict. A conflict arises when two or more actors assert incompatible claims to the same resource. Each party's claim in a conflict situation constitutes an obstacle to the achievement of the other party's objectives, and thus presents each side with the problem of devising a game plan or strategy-a solution-by which to maximize the chances of obtaining a favorable outcome. Once the parties solve these preliminary problems, the resolution of the underlying conflict does not, itself, represent a solution to a problem but rather the implementation of the solution proposed by the successful party. Thus, when adversaries engage in zero-sum bargaining, when they litigate, when they engage in a competitive game, or when they go to war, their interactions with each other do not solve problems but rather, by resolving the conflict between them, implement previously devised solutions. In the course of their interaction, each side confronts and must solve subsidiary problems unilaterally as they arise, and game plans may require revision or abandonment as events unfold. 50. In this event the problem ceases to exist. Indeed, the problem-not necessarily the obstacle-also disappears when, after searching for a solution, the actor perceives that the situation vis-à-vis the obstacle is hopeless. But the end result-the resolution of the conflict-is the means by which the solution of the prevailing party is implemented.
C. What Constitutes Implementation of a Solution?
Implementation of a solution consists of efforts, using the solution as a guide, to remove the obstacle giving rise to the problem. Even when successful, implementation efforts often create new problems requiring new solutions. 54 And implementation of those solutions may create more problems, and so on. When an individual or a small group devises a solution that does not require the help of others or any official validation, they may implement the solution themselves. For example, a family may plan a camping trip and implement it largely by its own devices. 55 But when a proposed solution calls for significant assistance from others in its implementation or when a solution to be effective must be validated by some official authority such as a court or legislature, then implementation involves at least two stages: first, in order to eliminate the relevant obstacles, the problem solvers must either enter deals committing others to provide assistance or obtain the required official validation; and second, the resources necessary to eliminate the obstacles must actually be expended. 
A. Why Do Decision Processes Matter?
This Article is certainly not the first to insist that an understanding of the differences in decision processes and problem-solving competence is necessary to an understanding of law and legal institutions. Neil Komesar's book, Imperfect Alternatives, usefully explores the topic, 57 55. If it were a motor trip, the family would almost certainly require interactions with others in order to obtain fuel, lodging, and the like.
56. The interesting dimensions to this second stage relate to the reality that implementation of solutions to large-scale problems often require large-scale resources, which explains why problem solvers seek validation and sponsorship from large organizations and institutions.
57 sis. 59 Part of what makes this Article's analysis different from others is its commitment to comparing institutional (mostly governmental) decision making with noninstitutional (individual and small group) decision making. The need for this additional, extrainstitutional comparison stems directly from this Article's commitment to examining the private, nongovernmental lawmaking made possible by contract's constitutive core. For present purposes, the differences between judicial and legislative decision making are less significant than are the differences between governmental (mainly judicial) decision making and decision making by the private individuals and small groups to whom the courts, mainly through contract law, have delegated frontline problem-solving responsibility. Thus, it is hardly surprising that this Part begins by examining how individuals and small groups of individuals solve problems before turning attention to more formal, institutional behavior.
At the risk of oversimplification, a brief sketch of where this discussion is headed will assist understanding. It turns out that significant social problems, all of which are polycentric, can be solved only through the exercise of broad, intuition-based discretion, which only individuals and very small groups of like-minded collaborators are capable of exercising effectively. 60 Large groups, which are incapable of achieving the necessary coordination, are confined to implementing solutions reached by individuals and small groups to whom problem-solving responsibility is invariably delegated. 61 What of the governmental institutions that are primarily responsible for solving public problems? Those in which the decision makers are individuals or very small groups-the executive and the judiciary-are technically capable problem solvers but are normatively constrained due to concerns over political accountability whenever lawmaking decisions require, as does solving polycentric social problems, the exercise of broad discretion. 62 And while the legislature is politically accountable, it is too large and diverse to solve problems effectively.
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Because courts are most intimately connected with the creation and application of contract law, the primary focus in the latter portion of this Part will be on the nature and limits of adjudication.
B. How Do Individuals Solve Problems?
Before examining the mental processes by which individuals solve polycentric problems, it is important to consider one significant form of individual decision making that does not constitute problem solving-the formulation, expression, and application of personal preferences. If solving a problem involves an actor finding the means by which to achieve the actor's ends, then the actor's preferences supply an important basis for choosing the ends to be pursued. Although preferences may be shaped by external events and often change over time, 64 they are personal in the sense that they represent assertions of personal sovereignty. One's choice of a favorite color or song cannot be impeached on the grounds that it is wrong or foolish-it simply is what it is, and no one can argue with that. 65 It follows that when a person decides to have chocolate ice cream rather than vanilla for dessert, in making the choice the individual is not ordinarily solving a problem, but rather is expressing, noninstrumentally, a personal preference. Of course, one might be required to solve problems to give oneself or others the opportunity to choose in the first instance. Moreover, one might make such a choice instrumentally in order to achieve an objective external to the choice-e.g., to gain favor with a chocolate-loving boss in the hopes of receiving a promotion. And eating food, in general, is a means to an end-survival. But in most cases, an actor chooses chocolate ice cream for dessert because the actor personally prefers chocolate as an end in itself. Thus, an actor ordinarily expresses a preference (rather than solves a problem) when the actor creates art for its own sake, 66 makes a gift to a loved one, 67 or takes revenge on a vanquished enemy. 65. Preferences, once formulated, are like tastes for which, as the saying goes, there is no accounting.
66. Certainly artists do create art in order to achieve external goals relating to morality, politics, and utility. But many believe that a preoccupation with these instrumental, problem-solving objectives is inimical to the essence of artistic expression. For example, Poe argues in his essay The Poetic Principle:
[T]he simple fact is, that, would we but permit ourselves to look into our own souls, we should immediately there discover that under the sun there neither exists nor can exist any work more thoroughly dignified-more supremely noble than this very poem-this poem per se-this poem which is a poem and nothing more-this poem written solely for the poem's sake. EDGAR ALLAN POE, THE POETIC PRINCIPLE (1850) 68. This sort of revenge for its own sake must be distinguished from the problem solving that is necessary to vanquish one's foe in the first instance. Moreover, revenge must be distinguished from punishment. The former tends to exist as an end in itself; the latter, as a means to an end. 
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Regarding the mental processes by which individuals solve problems, until the middle of the twentieth century, behavioralists focused attention on observing subjects' behavioral responses to different stimuli in their experimentally manipulated environments.
69
Researchers treated internal mental processes essentially in black box fashion; they assumed that successful problem solvers possessed mysterious cognitive powers that led to contextually appropriate responses to stimuli. Researchers in the early period did not systematically examine the relevant thought processes. 70 In the 1950s, experimental psychologists began to consider the mental aspects of problem solving, exploring both the nature of, and limitations on, the human mind.
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Herbert Simon was influential among these writers. He is best known for his work on the role of mental shortcuts, or heuristics, coining the phrase "bounded rationality" to refer to the mental processes by which problem solvers search for preexisting solutions and then choose which solution to implement from among the available alternatives.
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Simon teamed with Allen Newell in the early 1970s to produce the first ambitious study of individual problem solving.
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Building on the authors' earlier work with bounded rationality and their insight that the human brain is an information-processing system not unlike a computer, their collaboration advances a theory of individual problem solving that continues to exert influence to this day. The authors describe mental processes based on back-and-forth movements between the elements of the problem as framed by the problem solver and sets of possible solutions drawn from experience and recalled from both shortand long-term memory. 74 The key to success on Newell and Simon's view lies in fashioning the problem's characteristics so as to facilitate the application of previously applied solutions while dealing with the current problem as an interconnected whole.
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By what decision-making processes does an experienced problem solver select from sometimes contradictory, previously applied solutions? When and how does creativity in developing new solutions assert itself? Donald Schön, an academic philosopher concerned with deliberative problem solving and the functioning of learning systems within organiza- tions, provides answers. His book, The Reflective Practitioner, relies on participant-observation studies to explore how professional experts solve complex, polycentric design problems. 76 Schön develops what he calls the "reflection-in-action" model. Reflection-in-action is the professional's version of "the spontaneous, intuitive performance of the actions of everyday life," 77 consisting partly of Simon's heuristics on the one hand, and partly of self-conscious reflection on the other. According to Schön, when attempting to solve a polycentric problem, an expert intuitively relies on mental shortcuts developed by experience and instinctively searches for parallels to previously derived solutions to similar problems. At the same time, the individual reflects on the problem-solving activity itself and the possible solutions toward which the activity appears to be headed.
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One of Schön's case studies involved an architecture teacher who took a student through a problem-solving exercise involving the design of an elementary school. 79 After some time working on her own, the student presented her proposed solutions. The teacher placed tracing paper over the student's drawings and began to sketch tentative changes, at the same time talking aloud about what he was doing. The teacher alternated between specific aspects of the design and the design as a whole, saying: "The principle is that you work simultaneously from the unit and from the total and then go in cycles." 80 The teacher's monologue repeatedly emphasized the interconnectedness of the various elements of the problem and the need to address the elements both individually and as parts of an integrated whole:
[When the teacher] remarks that "the kindergarten might go over here-which might indicate that the administration [goes] over here" [the teacher is] noting the implications of earlier moves for later ones, on the basis of a system of norms that governs the relative placement of major building elements. . . . Thus a decision to locate a road or a kindergarten "here" has implications for the location of a turning circle or an administration "there." . . . . The web of moves has many branchings, which complicates the problem of discovering and honoring implications. . . . As he reflects-in-action on the situation created by his earlier moves, the designer must consider not only the present choice but the tree of further choices to which it leads . . . . . . . . He also demonstrates how the whole is at stake in every partial move. Once a whole idea has been created, a bad placement of the administration can ruin it. Hence the designer must oscillate between the unit and the total . . . .
Finally, as he cycles through iterations of moves and appreciations of the outcomes of moves, [the designer] shifts from tentative adoption of a strategy to eventual commitment. 81 Schön's account of how an expert solves a polycentric problem is the clearest available in the literature. It is consistent with the empirical work of Simon, Newell, and others. And it demonstrates how an experienced problem solver like the architecture teacher makes the transition from a complex problem involving many interconnected elements to a satisfactory solution of a whole. Schön refers to the problem solver's back-and-forth progression between the individual elements and the problem of a whole as a "reflective conversation" between the designer and the problem. 82 His explanation of how experienced individuals exercise intuition-based discretionary judgment in solving polycentric problems, especially his conversation metaphor, will be helpful in subsequent discussions of how small groups, large organizations, and governmental institutions solve problems in the context of making and applying law.
C. How Do Groups Solve Problems?
Lon Fuller observed that groups of individuals interact to solve problems based on either mutuality of interests or reciprocity and exchange. 83 Mutuality-based interactions involve collaboration based on shared objectives. Exchange-based interactions comprise the deal making on which this Article primarily focuses. Much mutuality-based problem solving never leads to deal making; the same group members who devise the solutions implement them without help from nonmembers. But implementation of small group solutions often requires the involvement of others, which leads to deal making aimed at committing the nonmembers to provide necessary assistance. As outlined earlier, deal making quite often involves both conflict resolution and collaboration. The former, by arriving at agreement regarding the basic terms of future engagement, implements the solutions already reached unilaterally and brought to the table by the parties. Collaboration between deal makers, when it occurs, builds on and improves the preliminary unilateral solutions that zero-sum bargaining has transformed into a joint solution. 
How Do Collaborators Solve Problems?
The groups of primary interest here are those that form naturally, outside the deal-making framework, from their members' own initiatives. As suggested earlier, for the group to exercise the discretion necessary to solve problems, it must be quite small. At some point, perhaps near the beginning of a project, it may be necessary for the group members to resolve potential conflicts regarding how to divide the burdens and benefits of their joint enterprise. 84 But thereafter, intrinsic motivations coupled with small size and shared purposes are usually sufficient to keep agency costs at a minimum. How does a self-initiated small group approach the problems they have undertaken together to solve? The same mental processes described earlier in the context of individual problem solving presumably play out in connection with small group problem solving. Assuming that the group is small and consists of like-minded volunteers, it should be possible to arrive at a common framework for the problem at hand. 85 Thereafter, frequent interactions between and among group members allow each participant to advance his or her own thinking based on advances achieved by the other(s).
86 Extending Schön's imagery, the members have conversations not only with the common framework but with each other, 87 and progress toward a common solution is possible. 88 If the project were to involve two or three authors preparing a law school casebook, a collaborative work product would be one in which each coauthor could be said to be an author of the entire book. 89 It follows that for collaboration based on shared objectives to succeed, a self-initiated group must be small enough to allow the minds of the collaborators to function, at least with regard to the more important elements and with minor disagreements along the way, essentially as one mind. Experience reveals that only if the group is quite small-two or three is ideal-can the members collaboratively engage in the back-andforth process between the problem and possible solutions that Simon and Schön describe. 90 Such a work environment minimizes ego-driven, zero-84. This conflict-resolution aspect is not what brings the collaborators together in the first instance, as it does in the deal-making scenario sketched in the preceding text. In this context, conflict resolution may never surface; and even when it does, it may be viewed as a "necessary evil."
85. sum competition, allowing the collaborators to travel through the problem space together, building on each other's contributions. 91 Presumably the partners question each other, and disagreements serve to keep the members alert to their task. 92 But for the collaborators to succeed, these differences must not persist nor should they become disruptive. Given this picture of mutuality-based collaboration, one can appreciate why the effectiveness of small groups diminishes as the numbers of members increase.
Small problem-solving groups that arise naturally from their members' own initiatives may be contrasted with groups created by organizations. The important characteristic of organizationally created groups, besides their larger size, resides in their quite different sources of motivation. Recall that members of self-initiated groups serve the group's interests largely because those interests coincide with their own.
93
Their motivations may be said to be intrinsic 94 and are sometimes passionate in their intensity. By contrast, members of groups created by organizations are committed to serving the organizations' objectives, which may not coincide with their own. 95 To the extent that the group members pursue their own interests, interactions within the group may involve reliance on top-down directives more than they involve bottom-up collaboration. 
How Do Deal Makers Solve Problems?
The place to begin to consider how deal makers solve problems is with voluntary interactions where the parties are not trying to settle a preexisting dispute. Because these deal makers act on their own initiatives and are not locked in a preexisting legal controversy, collaboration is a distinct possibility. The relatively small size of these bargaining units-the deal-making paradigm is two principal parties in interest-is conducive to interactive problem solving. Whether collaboration occurs in any given instance depends in part on the complexity and projected duration of the deal. In the simplest situation-the sale of a good for cash with immediate delivery-the exchange simultaneously reaches and implements solutions to both sides' problems. 98 When the only term at issue is price, conflict resolution in the form of zero-sum bargaining is all that is required. Moving up the scale of complexity increases the likelihood that collaborative problem solving will occur.
99
As noted earlier, collaboration is most likely when the negotiating parties seek an arrangement whereby they will cooperate over time in an ongoing enterprise. 100 The literature clearly reflects the picture here being drawn of collaborative deal making. Thus, negotiation experts recommend that, before addressing the individual elements of a complex deal, deal makers acknowledge openly that conflicts between them exist, addressing and resolving those conflicts in an overall, somewhat tentative fashion, perhaps leading to something like a preliminary "agreement in principle." 101 Rather than each side presenting the other with a different solution followed by haggling to a compromise regarding each point of initial disagreement, the parties should discuss the project in its entirety, leaving the elements open and tentative while they share their overall visions and aspirations.
102 One respected commentator observes that the parties in such a circumstance typically progress from exploratory negotiations, in which neither side feels particularly bound to the other, to later stages in which both sides come to feel bound by a deal.
103
These patterns are strikingly parallel to those that Donald Schön observed in connection with individual professionals' efforts to solve polycentric planning problems "of a whole."
104
How much different from voluntary deal making are situations in which negotiations aim at settling disputes? Experts stress that the parties in settlement negotiations are not free, as they would be in purely voluntary deal making, to break off negotiations and have nothing further to do with one another. 105 Moreover, in many instances, the parties need to agree only on the price at which the plaintiff is willing to sell his or her legal claim to the defendant. Bargaining under such conditions unavoidably consists mainly in zero-sum conflict resolution, not problem solving. Collaboration sometimes enters the settlement of a legal dispute when circumstances require the parties to plan for future interactions, as when the parties to a divorce settlement must work out arrangements for sharing custody of minor children.
106
Obviously, the major obstacle to devising an effective solution in such circumstances is the absence of mutual trust. Even if both parties want to make the best of a bad situation, they may be reluctant to reveal their true preferences for fear of being exploited.
107 Notwithstanding these difficulties, negotiation analysts insist that some of the same approaches that prove successful in connection with voluntary deal making are often capable of creating value rather than merely dividing it, even in these more openly adversarial settings.
108
D. How Do Nongovernmental Organizations and Institutions Solve Problems?
Organizations are networks of interdependent relationships, usually structured hierarchically, that accomplish collective action to achieve specified goals over relatively short to intermediate time horizons.
109
Large business corporations and governmental agencies are prime examples, as are many charitable organizations. Institutions, including the major branches of government examined in the next Section, are enduring social structures that control human behavior through combinations of regulatory authority, normative influence, cultural deference, and symbolism. 110 Organized religions and private universities are prime examples of nongovernmental institutions. Consistent with an earlier discussion of how the smallness of problem-solving groups enhances their effectiveness, 111 the relatively large size of many organizations and institutions render them intrinsically incapable of solving polycentric problems. They may, and do, rely on smaller groups created internally to solve problems, thereby incurring the agency costs described in the preceding Section.
112
Large business organizations also take advantage of small group collaboration by acquiring startup companies that, employing the small group collaborative model, have already solved (or are well on their way to solving) problems regarding product innovation but lack the financial resources and business acumen necessary to continue their problemsolving programs and adequately implement their solutions. A variety of venture capitalists perform bridge functions in this regard, supplying capital (and often expertise) sufficient to bring startup entrepreneurs to the point that selling to a larger organization is a viable alternative. 113 In this manner, consistent with earlier observations, large organizations do not so much solve the underlying problems as they implement the creative solutions previously derived by individual innovators and small groups of collaborators.
E. How Do Governmental Institutions Solve Problems?
It is useful to think of the problem-solving capabilities of governmental institutions as comprised of two components. The first, intrinsic capability, reflects the size, structure, procedures, and expertise of the decision-making unit(s) within the institution. The relevant question here is to what extent the institution, accepting its intrinsic characteristics as givens, is technically capable of solving complex, polycentric problems. 114 The second component of a governmental institution's problemsolving capability reflects the extrinsic normative constraints that limit the institution's intrinsic capability. Concern over holding governmental agencies politically responsible has generated normative limits on their 114. Intrinsic capability as used here is the institutional analog to the psychological attributes and thought processes by which the human mind reaches decisions or the collaborative process through which a small group solves problems. See supra notes 74-82 and accompanying text.
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CONTRACT'S CONSTITUTIVE CORE 113 powers to exercise managerial, problem-solving discretion in making law. The relevant question here is whether an institution may, in light of limited political accountability, legitimately use its intrinsic capabilities to reach and enforce important policy decisions. 115 The discussions that follow reference federal governmental models for the sake of convenience, and they focus mainly on courts because contract law is created and applied mostly in litigation.
The Problem-Solving Capabilities of Nonjudicial Institutions
Putting to one side the huge executive branch bureaucracy, 116 the intrinsic problem-solving capabilities of the federal executive office are quite substantial. The President and his close White House advisors are individuals and the problem-solving groups are small and collaborative. The personnel are presumably intelligent, well-educated and experienced, and the informal procedures at the top of the executive hierarchy are conducive to collaborative give-and-take exchange between likeminded participants.
117 All things considered, no one can doubt that the federal executive is intrinsically capable of solving important social problems. 118 The extrinsic normative constraints on the federal executive take the form of limits on the President's powers of implementation-on the President's power to make law. Article II grants authority to exercise broad discretion in conducting international affairs, making appointments, granting pardons, and vetoing legislation. 119 Although Article II exhorts the President to seek to have executive solutions enacted into 115. The distinction between intrinsic problem-solving capabilities and extrinsic normative constraints gives way under pressure. The intrinsic capability of an institution, after all, is itself a function of extrinsic (mostly constitutional) norms that determine the institution's size, structure, and internal procedures. Similar to a point made earlier in the context of distinguishing between normative and positive legal analysis, see supra note 25, this Section accepts an institution's internal structural characteristics as factual givens even if they have normative historical origins.
116. The executive branch bureaucracy is comprised of many large organizations, including departments (the heads of which comprise the President's cabinet), independent agencies, bureaus, administrations, and the like. law by the Congress, the President cannot legislate. 120 Article II, however, authorizes the President to implement some of his solutions by direct action-by issuing executive orders, proclamations, and other edicts declaring that the solutions embodied therein carry the force of law.
121 Given that the President is intrinsically well-suited to exercise discretionary managerial authority, not surprisingly the trend in recent years has been for Presidents to exercise these powers expansively. And equally predictably, given the diminished political accountability that accompanies these expansions of executive authority, they have been controversial.
122
By contrast to these extrinsic limitations on the powers of the federal executive to solve problems by making law, the U.S. Constitution imposes scant extrinsic constraints on the lawmaking powers of Congress. Thus, subject to judicial scrutiny based on civil rights, Article I authorizes Congress to engage in lawmaking in sweeping fashion on a broad range of subjects.
123 By contrast, with respect to the intrinsic capability of Congress, the Framers appear to have self-consciously structured the federal legislature to perform poorly as a problem solver and solution implementer. Regarding problem solving, a major limitation is practical-like most nongovernmental organizations, Congress is too large to solve problems effectively. 124 Although individuals and small groups within Congress engage in problem solving, 125 the primary function of the federal legislature is to implement solutions developed elsewhere rather than to reach them itself. 126 Moreover, while nongovernmental organizations and institutions are deliberately designed to implement solutions effec- tively, the federal legislature appears designed to be as ineffectual as possible. Thus, Congress is comprised of two redundant decision makers, both of which must approve identical versions of any proposed legislative solution. 127 And instead of being organized hierarchically to channel solution-implementing efforts, both houses of Congress are structured horizontally so as to maximize the power of individual members to impede progress toward implementation through enactment.
128
Independent federal administrative agencies present a sharp contrast to the executive and legislative branches. With respect to reaching and implementing solutions to complex social problems, if the traditional nonjudicial branches are limited by either extrinsic constraints (the executive), or intrinsic ineptness (Congress), independent federal administrative agencies are quite the opposite. Each agency combines elements of the three traditional branches 129 in ways that encourage those elements to complement one another rather than to interfere with each other's efforts to reach and implement solutions. 130 Indeed, the relative ease with which these agencies develop and implement solutions that carry the force of law has caused them to be controversial from the beginning.
131
To this day, administrative lawyers have focused on extrinsic judicial review of agency actions in an effort to keep these intrinsically capable agencies legitimately within the bounds of their open-textured congressional mandates. 
The Problem-Solving Capabilities of Courts
Trial judges must solve two types of problems. The first reflects disagreements between the parties relating to procedural and evidentiary aspects of litigation. Although these problems are often polycentric and their resolution may be important to the outcome, typically they do not involve broad social issues that raise questions of political accountability. Thus, it is hardly surprising, given the importance of reaching rapid clo-127. See U.S. CONST. art. I, § 7. 128. See RIPLEY, supra note 126, at 141 ("In both houses there are a number of points at which a few determined members (or perhaps even a single determined member) can stop or at least significantly delay the passage of a piece of legislation."). See generally id. at 4-10 (discussing factors that lead to congressional fragmentation).
129. sure, that trial judges may exercise broad discretion in solving them.
133
The second type of problem, which arises less frequently than the first, does involve broader, more complex issues of social policy relating not only to the case before the court but to future cases that arise on similar facts. As noted earlier, substantive law, including contract law, is comprised of solutions to these sorts of social problems. When existing law provides a clear and presumably appropriate solution, the trial court implements that solution, applying it to the facts before the court. Even here, courts unavoidably make law interstitially by adding to the understanding of the preexisting rule. 134 But when existing law is clearly not adequate to resolve the dispute, the court confronts an opportunity to solve the underlying social problem self-consciously, on its own authority, by making law.
Regarding the intrinsic capability of courts to solve polycentric social problems by making law, a federal judge should be just as capable as was the architecture teacher in Schön's case study 135 or the President and his advisers.
136
After all, federal judges tend to be mature, intelligent, well-educated people who perform their judicial tasks either individually (trial judges) or in small groups (appellate panels). 137 Indeed, judges demonstrate these intrinsic capabilities by solving the myriad of procedural and evidentiary problems that arise in the course of a trial. And the juries that often determine the outcomes of litigated cases are relatively small groups selected according to criteria aimed at making them fair and competent arbiters. 138 To be sure, courts may not seek out social problems to solve; disputes must come to them. And they lack the resources to receive and process voluminous data on wide-ranging social issues. 139 But from the standpoint of intrinsic problem-solving capability, courts would seem to combine the appropriate structures (individuals and small groups serving as authoritative decision makers) with the appropriate personnel (intelligent, disinterested decision makers) to make them effective social problem solvers.
133. See generally 1 MCCORMICK ON EVIDENCE ch. 16 (Kenneth S. Broun ed., 6th ed. 2006) (discussing judicial discretion in determining evidentiary relevance). Moreover, the practical necessity of getting on with the trial proceedings justifies the sacrifice of the parties' opportunity to participate fully in reaching resolution.
134. In a sense, existing law is never entirely adequate to resolve disputes; because every dispute presents unique facts at some level of detail, every judicial outcome creates new law interstitially. The text following this footnote refers to instances where judicial lawmaking is significant. 
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This picture of intrinsic institutional capability changes when attention turns to the extrinsic normative constraints on the judiciary's lawmaking authority. Whatever intrinsic capabilities courts may possess, their potential for solving broad social problems is normatively constrained in ways that render them, except in special circumstances to be considered below, only marginally significant as problem solvers. Thus, reflecting concern for the fact that judges are not politically accountable, the U.S. Constitution and a cluster of related justiciability doctrines purports to confine the powers of the federal judiciary to deciding sharply framed cases and controversies brought to them for decision. 140 And in deciding cases courts should, to the extent possible, avoid solving broad social problems by creating new law. 141 Under what may be termed the traditional view, the litigants perform the problem-solving function in the first instance by shaping their legal claims, guided by the public solutions imbedded in established rules of contract law and in the private solutions reached by the exercise of contract's constitutive powers.
142
From this traditional perspective litigation is, like deal making, primarily a form of conflict resolution. 143 Each side in both deal making and litigation applies the relevant norms and develops a solution-a game plan-which it proposes both to the other side and, in the context of litigation, to the court. 144 On this view, the central task of the court is to rely on precedents to resolve the conflict between the parties regarding which litigant's solution to the underlying social problem deserves to be validated and thereby implemented. 145 Again, by applying existing law to proven facts in reaching outcomes, courts unavoidably help to solve broader social problems. But in most instances, they make law only incrementally as part of an ongoing common law process rather than by acting in sweeping or decisive fashion. Lon Fuller conceptualizes the problem-solving capabilities of courts from a somewhat different direction. 147 Instead of emphasizing the extrinsic, top-down constraints traditionally imposed on judicial problem solving, Fuller examines the intrinsic, bottom-up aspects of litigation. He starts with the assurances traditionally given to litigants that they will receive a meaningful day in court-that they will be able to present proofs and invoke legal norms in demonstrating before an impartial tribunal that they are entitled to a particular outcome. 148 To provide such an opportunity, Fuller reasons, the relevant law must consist of rules that are sufficiently specific to separate the otherwise interdependent elements of polycentric problems and to arrange them into linear sequences that allow the litigant to take the tribunal through a logical chain of reasoning to the right result.
149
Contract law performs this function by depolycentrizing the underlying social coordination problemsseparating the constituent elements such as offer, acceptance, performance, excuse, mitigation, measures of recovery, penalties, and the like, none of which presents unmanageably polycentric issues for decision.
150
By contrast, tort law, with its heavier reliance on judging polycentric patterns of conduct based on vague standards of reasonableness, has been criticized for supplying courts with insufficient guides to decision making.
151
According to Fuller, when the applicable substantive law fails to depolycentrize the social problem underlying a legal claim, litigants are unable to progress through linear chains of logic that guide the tribunal to the proper outcome. 152 Instead, the vagueness of the relevant norms forces the participants to address the underlying social problem more or less of a whole, as did the architecture teacher designing a school complex in Schön's example. 153 Lacking an adequate basis on which to argue for a favorable outcome as a matter of right, litigants necessarily become 139, at 935. See generally CASS R. SUNSTEIN, ONE CASE AT A TIME: JUDICIAL MINIMALISM ON THE SUPREME COURT (1999) (describing and defending the Supreme Court's incremental system of "judicial minimalism"). supplicants, entreating the tribunal to sympathize with them and to exercise its broad problem-solving discretion in their favor. 154 Such a circumstance denies the parties their opportunity to participate meaningfully as solvers of their own problems who seek the court's assistance as a validator and implementer of the parties' solutions rather than as a problem solver in its own right. The architect in Schön's school design example was under no similar injunction to give the student, or anyone else for that matter, the equivalent of a day in court; the architect was free, as courts are not, to exercise broad discretion, basing his solution on intuition informed by experience.
Although courts do not, as a general rule, attempt to solve "from scratch" the substantive problems reflected in the civil litigation brought to them for resolution, it remains briefly to consider exceptions to the traditional constraints on courts acting as problem solvers. In addition to the routine procedural and evidentiary rulings and the interstitial lawmaking alluded to earlier, judges clearly perform problem-solving as well as solution-implementing functions when they participate as administrators in devising and promulgating uniform rules of procedure.
155
And courts often play an important role as problem solvers in managing complex, large-scale litigation involving legions of plaintiffs against scores of defendants. 156 In these latter circumstances, even if the substantive law has depolycentrized the legal issues by separating the major elements and arranging them in linear sequences, the remaining case-management problems-e.g., how to handle large-scale pretrial discovery or resolve the common issues of fact-remain complex and polycentric. officers to help them solve polycentric case-management problems and to assist the parties in reaching settlements.
159
The most remarkable exception to the traditional view that courts should not try to solve open-ended polycentric problems is "structural reform" or "public law" litigation, which aims at reforming public facilities such as prisons, mental health hospitals, and school systems. 160 The legal standard that triggers judicial intervention-whether the public facility has deteriorated so badly that its perpetuation denies inmates, patients, and students their fundamental constitutional rights-is sufficiently focused to avoid presenting an unadjudicable problem. 161 But after a court decides that intervention is required, the task of redesigning the deficient, broken facility is every bit as complex and polycentric as was the task of designing the school buildings in Schön's earlier example.
162
Writers have identified several factors that arguably distinguish this type of adjudication from other types, including the large claims consolidations just considered. Thus, by recognizing the rights of otherwise powerless victims of institutional abuse, the court delegates the task of redesigning the institution to an extrajudicial process involving public dialogue, bargaining, and compromise among interested parties. 163 On this view, institutional reform is achieved through deal making in a specialized market that the court's intervention helps to create. Rather than federal courts redesigning the broken public facilities, judges, aided by special masters, help to supervise these extrajudicial processes. Viewed in this manner, public law litigation does not deny the affected parties meaningful opportunities to participate as problem solvers. 
A. Explaining Contract's Constitutive Core
Before examining specific elements of contract law, observe that, as a general matter, U.S. contract law reflects a purposive pragmatism that is quite consistent with this Article's thesis. Judicial involvement in contract disputes focuses on implementing and sometimes salvaging problem-solving deals rather than on enforcing promises, as such. 
Helping to Solve a Persistent Puzzle: The Nonenforceability of Gift Promises
Consistent with the bargain theory, courts refuse to enforce gift promises because they are unsupported by consideration. 166 Why is consideration necessary? Lon Fuller justifies the requirement as a legal formality that helps to ensure the thoughtfulness of promises when made and their authenticity when later asserted in court. 167 Substantively, he denigrates gift promises as "sterile transmission [s] ," implying that they do not contribute to the production of wealth. 168 But do not some gift promises serve that purpose? 169 And what is necessarily sterile about unilateral expressions of affection or appreciation? More generally, although contracts writers often observe that gift promises are unimportant, 170 they spend considerable efforts trying to identify an adequate rationale.
171
This Article offers a straightforward explanation for the consideration requirement, one upon which the rest of this analysis builds. Courts refuse to enforce gift promises because, with regard to in nonconstitutional contexts help to solve social problems incrementally, over time. See supra note 134. But in most instances U.S. courts defer problem-solving responsibility to existing law and to litigants who apply that law in reaching the proposed solutions on which they base their arguments and advance their claims.
165. See, e.g., Wood v. Lucy, Lady Duff-Gordon, 118 N.E. 214 (N.Y. 1917). In implying a best efforts term in support of plaintiff's claim, Judge Cardozo asserted: "The law has outgrown its primitive stage of formalism when the precise word was the sovereign talisman, and every slip was fatal. . . . A promise may be lacking, and yet the whole writing may be 'instinct with an obligation,' imperfectly expressed. If that is so, there is a contract." Id. at 214 (citation omitted).
166. See 1 FARNSWORTH, supra note 12, at 85-88; see also infra note 174 and accompanying text. 167. See Fuller, supra note 24, at 800. 168. Id. at 815 (citation omitted). 169. Gift promises without any strings attached, like gifts generally, may be helpful instrumentally in currying favor with the donee over longer time horizons, thereby eventually generating reciprocal responses that increase the original donor's welfare. But inquiring into such a wide range of circumstances on a case-by-case basis would be difficult and costly, defeating the purpose of having a formal rule in the first instance.
170. See, e.g., MARVIN A. CHIRELSTEIN, CONCEPTS AND CASE ANALYSIS IN THE LAW OF CONTRACTS 21 (4th ed. 2001) ("Without quite knowing where to look for a definitive statement of policy on donative promises, I take some comfort from the rather confident hunch that the whole problem, despite its casebook prominence, cannot really be very important."). most of them, enforcement will not implement solutions to preexisting problems facing the parties. The point here is not that gift promises can never serve instrumental purposes. It is simply that they are much more likely to constitute noninstrumental, ends-in-themselves expressions of personal preference that an earlier discussion was careful to distinguish from solutions to problems. 172 Nor is the point that such donative expressions are necessarily unimportant-courts enforce completed gifts, many of which do not serve a problem-solving function. Courts simply will not allow the instrumental objectives of contract's constitutive core to be diverted by what are, judged on their faces, and almost certainly in reality, noninstrumental expressions of affect.
173 Upon reflection, this is probably what Fuller means, but did not explicitly articulate, when he refers to gift promises as sterile transmissions.
Explaining Bellwether Concepts: Bargain Theory, Expectancy Damages, Illusory Contracts, Gambling Contracts, and Penalties
Beyond helping to solve the puzzle of the nonenforcement of gift promises, viewing contract law as a problem-solving enterprise helps to explain more generally the traditional bargain theory of considerationthat bargained-for exchanges supported by consideration are the wellspring of enforceable promises. 174 The concept of a bargain-a dealalmost always suggests that both sides are voluntarily getting and giving value, thereby simultaneously reaching and implementing solutions to their individual, preexisting problems. And the problem-solving perspective helps to explain the expectancy measure of damages for breach, an important corollary to the bargain theory. 175 That the expectancy measure is appropriate seems beyond controversy-a hornbook author describes it as contract law's "most important single idea."
176 From the perspective advanced in this Article, by placing the plaintiff financially where the plaintiff would have been if the promisor had performed, ex-172. See supra note 67 and accompanying text. 173. This analysis, agreeing with Fuller, treats the consideration requirement as a formality. See supra notes 167-68 and accompanying text. To engage in a case-by-case inquiry based on extrinsic evidence of the promisor's "true motives" would require judicial review of the transaction in its total context. Cf. supra note 169 (noting that such review would be both difficult and costly). Inquiries into the promissor's subjective motives would tend to invite inquiries into what reasonable persons would have intended under the same circumstances, which would exceed a court's capabilities to adjudicate. See supra notes 147-54 and accompanying text; see also infra text accompanying note 237. Moreover, in many of the exceptional cases in which the gift promisor has an instrumental purpose for making the promise of a future gift, the promisee will be able to recover in any event based on detrimental reliance. pectancy damages, in effect, implement the promisee's solution even if the promisor fails to honor the commitment to lend assistance.
177
The problem-solving perspective developed in this Article is also consistent with the bargain theory's explanation of the so-called "illusory promise" and "preexisting duty" doctrines. In the case of illusory promises, what appears at first blush to be a promise to provide future assistance is made so conditional on the promissor's subsequent willingness to perform as to fail to constitute a current commitment. 178 Preexisting duty cases involve commitments, typically made in the context of modifying an existing agreement, that duplicate antecedent legal obligations of the promisor to perform in the same manner.
179
In both circumstances, courts often try to salvage enforceable deals, either by inferring good faith and best efforts in connection with illusory promises 180 or by inferring mutual intent to add something of value in connection with preexisting duties.
181 Undertaking these salvage efforts, courts often appear to be searching for an underlying problem-solving venture by the parties that is presumably worth saving. In any event, when such judicial efforts fail, the contract fails for lack of consideration.
182 From the problem-solving perspective, in the absence of either an adequate expression of present commitment or anything in the way of a new and different commitment, the deal fails to implement a solution to the promisee's preexisting coordination problem.
Having considered situations in which both the bargain theory and the problem-solving perspective offer plausible, consistent explanations of the relevant law, the latter may begin to appear (aside from gift promises) to be merely a different way of verbalizing the former. To show that the problem-solving perspective stands on its own, it will be useful to consider examples where the problem-solving perspective offers the only plausible rationale-where courts reach outcomes that the bargain theory has difficulty explaining. One such example is in connection with gambling contracts-contracts constituting wagers on outcomes in which neither party has a significant interest other than the possibility of win-177. Id. at 159 (explaining that "[t]he larger purpose of contract law is to supply [the] assurance that the other side will honor the deal," "if not through willing performance then by forced surrender of the equivalent in hard cold cash"). ning.
183
Unlike gift promise situations, here the parties clearly have a bargain supported by mutual consideration. And yet courts have traditionally been reluctant to enforce gambling contracts.
184
Judges and scholars have relied on the illegality of some gambling contracts to explain this reluctance.
185
But more is at work here than merely a morality-based, regulative override of the bargain theory. A deeper reason, one related to contract law's constitutive, problem-solving core, helps to explain this traditional judicial antagonism. Observe that a gamble is not merely a mutually agreed-upon transfer of risk. Virtually every enforceable agreement addressing future contingencies involves some element of risk transfer that might be said to constitute gambling. 186 Thus, when the owner of property enters into a contract for its sale, the incidental transfer of the risk of future loss (or the possibility of future gain) is not commonly thought of as gambling because it occurs as a largely unavoidable adjunct of the transfer of ownership, which transfer is presumptively a solution to a problem. Even if an owner's transfer of the risk of future loss is independent of the transfer of title, as when the owner of property purchases insurance against its future loss, the insurance contract is enforceable as a means by which the owner implements a solution to the problem of continuing to bear the risk of economically dislocating loss.
187
Why then, apart from questions of immorality or illegality, do courts balk at enforcing gambling contracts? This question poses difficulties for bargain theorists because the gamblers have struck a bargain supported by mutual consideration. By contrast, the perspective advanced in this Article provides an explanation: courts refuse to enforce gambling contracts because, apart from questions of morality or illegality, a transfer of risk not inherently connected with an independently significant transfer of other interests, or which does not serve to insure against the future loss of a present interest, is most unlikely to be aimed at implementing solutions to the parties' preexisting problems. To be sure, one or both parties in a given case may enter a gambling contract in order to solve a 183. Emphasis here should be on the "no other significant interest" language. Because most executory contracts depend on predictions and assumptions about future states of the world, all contracts could be said to involve "gambles." See CHIRELSTEIN, supra note 170, at 6. For a well-known dictum to the same effect as the statement in the text, see Bd. of Trade of City of Chi. v. Christie Grain & Stock Co., 198 U.S. 236, 249 (1905) (Holmes, J., writing for the majority) (asserting that dealings for serious business purposes must be distinguished from "speculation[s] entered into for [their] own sake").
184. preexisting problem.
188 But in most instances, the parties enter such contracts as ends in themselves-as expressions of both parties' preferences for risk taking. 189 Thus, it is reasonable for courts confronting gambling contracts to resolve ambiguities in favor of nonenforcement, refusing to engage in case-by-case inquiries into the parties' motivations. 190 In a manner similar to gift promises, gambling contracts presumably entered into for their own sakes do not serve the instrumental purposes meant to be served by contract's constitutive core-implementing solutions to preexisting problems. They are, in Fuller's terms, sterile transmissions. The point here is not that gambling is necessarily bad, and thus should be discouraged, if not outlawed altogether. 191 Many states conduct their own gambling enterprises, manifestly to solve revenue problems. 192 Rather, traditional caselaw reflects the underlying view that gambling contracts as ends in themselves are not problem-solving enterprises and thus do not warrant support and encouragement from the law of contracts.
Another context in which the problem-solving perspective does a better job of explaining contract law than does the bargain theory relates to liquidated damages provisions. When such provisions award damages that appear to be unnecessarily high when judged against an expectancy standard, courts refer to them as penalties and refuse to give them effect. 193 Contract writers disagree over whether rulings against penalties are appropriate, with bargain theorists tending to argue that a deal is a deal-that courts should not second-guess the reasonableness of parties' objectives.
194 Some writers observe that these judicial reactions are per-188. Both parties may require greater resources than either, alone, possesses to implement their plans and may flip a coin so that at least one of them will have enough to continue. Or one of them may be in the business of lawfully providing opportunities to gamble to others.
189. Cf. supra notes 66-68 and accompanying text (describing other instances where actors merely express preferences, rather than solve problems). Observe that deals that make it possible for parties to gamble are unambiguously instrumental, as were the solutions in the example in an earlier discussion that made it possible to choose chocolate ice cream for dessert. See supra Part III.B. But the choice of chocolate and the gamble, themselves, are likely to be expressions of preference. Moreover, wagers placed in legal gambling establishments are enforceable because the establishments unambiguously are solving preexisting problems when they accept wagers. 195 In any event, the problem-solving perspective reduces the confusion surrounding the traditional rule. Even if parties sometimes use grossly elevated liquidated damages provisions to place greater pressure on promisors to perform, such clauses are, as are gift promises and gambling contracts, inherently unclear in that regard. Given that lower levels of damages would presumably create adequate incentives to perform, 196 it may be assumed that the excessive portions are intended to function as wagers or as expressions of personal vindictiveness-as ends in themselves, quite beyond any deterrence function they might serve. The point here is not that sizeable liquidated damages provisions are invariably inconsistent with a problem-solving motive. Rather, the point is that by their manifest nature they are not part of a solution to the promisee's preexisting problem of assuring timely and adequate performance. Again, when penalty clauses are intended as wagers or as punishment they are, in Fuller's terms, sterile transmissions. 197 As such, contract law balks at enforcing them even if both parties have agreed to their terms. Consistent with this analysis, courts tend to enforce even substantial liquidated damages provisions when they are drafted to resemble solutions to problems, although courts are likely to set aside comparably sized liquidated damages provisions when they reflect vindictiveness or wagering. 
Explaining Liberal Trends in Contract Formation
Regarding the just-considered examples, one might say that the bargain theory is more comfortable upholding deals than are the problem-solving perspective and prevailing caselaw. Does the caselaw provide contrary examples-ones in which the problem-solving perspective and prevailing caselaw are comfortable effectuating deals that the bargain theory would hesitate to enforce? Consider recent and somewhat controversial trends in contract formation that challenge, rather than conform to, the traditional bargain theory. These trends involve judicial enforcement, usually in a commercial setting, of: (1) mutual promises to use best efforts and agreements to agree, made in the course of protracted negotiations that never culminate in a formal agreement; 199 (2) modifi- cations of existing contracts under circumstances where, although one side provides no new consideration, both sides have reasons to renegotiate the deal; 200 (3) business forms ostensibly relied on to enter a contract where one side has not been afforded a realistic opportunity to read the terms; 201 and (4) so-called "rolling contracts" in which terms favorable to the seller of consumer goods are contained in sealed packaging and are not revealed to the buyer until after the sale has been consummated. 202 All of these methods of contract formation are questionable from the perspective of the bargain theory because typically the parties never reach final agreement to specific terms. Courts applying bargain theory can reason their way to judicial enforcement, but conceptually it is a struggle. 203 By contrast, the problem-solving perspective more easily explains these recent trends because the nontraditional bargaining methods provide useful tools to problem solvers in contexts where the parties have unambiguously signaled that they are trying to reach and implement workable solutions to preexisting problems. Courts have not abandoned traditional requirements for contract formation. But the empathy the problem-solving perspective reflects for the difficulties facing problem solvers and solution implementers is consistent with courts giving the benefit of the doubt to instrumentally useful deal-making innovations. 
Making Peace (Once and for All) with Promissory Estoppel
It remains to consider promissory estoppel based on detrimental reliance. Because estoppel provides an independent ground for enforcing promises, 205 some writers conclude that it provides an alternative method of creating contracts. 206 Indeed, one prominent scholar relied on such reasoning to predict that promissory estoppel would replace bargainedfor agreements as the primary basis for contract-based liability in commercial settings. 207 The problem-solving perspective helps to explain why this has not happened. Promissory estoppel and the related concept of unjust enrichment are not forward-looking constitutive tools whereby private parties may implement solutions to their individual problems. Instead, they represent backward-looking, regulative solutions to the public problem of how a court should respond when the equities surrounding a private interaction indicate that a remedy should be available but no enforceable agreement to that effect has been reached. Thus, they are part of contract's regulative penumbra, not its constitutive core. Viewing promissory estoppel in this manner helps to answer a question that has provoked controversy among contract writers: should recovery based on promissory estoppel include expectancy damages?
208 Some courts have concluded that, because promissory estoppel leads to the creation of contractual obligations, traditional contract remedies should be allowed. 209 The problem-solving perspective helps to explain why U.S. courts generally have not embraced such reasoning. 210 Promissory estoppel does not empower actors to achieve private solutions to private problems, but represents a public solution to the public problem of protecting reliance interests. It is hardly surprising, from the problem-solving perspective, that courts have not embraced expectancy damages based on promissory estoppel.
B. Explaining Contract's Regulative Penumbra:
Limits on the Institutional Role of Courts
Judicial Review of the Fairness of Deals and Deal-Making Behavior
Scholars have traditionally explained judicial reluctance to review the fairness of contracts in terms of promoting freedom of contract. 211 This normative rationale is consistent with an earlier reference to U.S. contract law's commitment to private ordering and, as explained earlier, this Article has no quarrel with it in principle. 212 But courts routinely interfere with freedom of contract in many other ways, including imposing
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formal requirements for contract formation 213 and setting contracts aside on the ground of unconscionability. 214 Why is unfairness not also a valid basis for regulative override of the parties' manifested intent? The problem-solving perspective offers an explanation for this judicial refusal to engage in fairness-based review: courts are institutionally incapable of solving the polycentric problems they would encounter in undertaking such a task. 215 Although contracts scholars have addressed the question of judicial competence, they have provided inadequate answers. For example, two recent articles by prominent coauthors reflect a misunderstanding of the relevant institutional limits. 216 Their analysis of the efficiency implications of judicial enforcement of incomplete contracts identifies nonverifiability as the main institutional difficulty presented by vague legal standards such as fairness and reasonableness. 217 As the authors recognize, nonverifiability refers to the difficulty that the parties encounter in proving certain facts when, by the nature of those facts, objective proof is unavailable. 218 Subjective states of mind are classic examples.
219
But the difficulties courts would encounter in attempting to review contract terms under a vague standard such as fairness or reasonableness would lie not in the nonverifiability of the relevant facts but in the manycentered nature of the issues presented for decision. As explained earlier, the interdependent factual elements relevant to a court's decision under a vague fairness standard must be considered together as a whole, and broad discretion must be exercised in reaching a conclusion. Consequently, the litigants cannot work through linear chains of logic to insist on a particular outcome and are effectively denied their day in court.
220
The aforementioned authors suggest that because the court would be reviewing a solution that the parties have already devised, rather than devising its own solution from scratch, the judicial task under a vague standard would be manageable. 221 But because a court undertaking such a review would nevertheless be required to judge the overall fairness of the agreement reached by the parties-considering a hypothetical change in one term would require consideration of most of the other terms-the UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS LAW REVIEW [Vol. 2012 circumstance of "merely reviewing the parties' design" would not rescue the court from the institutional difficulties. 222 The authors suggest further that, because the judicial task under a civil burden of "preponderance of the evidence" is merely to decide which of the two parties' proposed solutions is the more plausible, the court's task is manageable. 223 If the authors were correct in assuming that the civil burden transforms a vague legal standard into something more specific, their conclusion would be warranted. But their assumption in this regard is deeply flawed. The civil burden does not provide a more specific standard by which to judge the fairness of a contract or a contract term; instead, it provides a cognitive heuristic that is believed to help triers of fact decide close cases. Regardless of the applicable burden of persuasion-even if it were "clear and convincing evidence"-the applicable legal standard would remain one of fairness under all the circumstances and the polycentricity of the issue for decision would not be diminished.
224
Why are courts willing and able to review the content of contractual agreements based on an unconscionability standard? Because that substantive standard does reduce, as the preponderance-of-evidence heuristic does not, the many centeredness of the underlying issue for judicial decision. Under the unconscionability standard, a court must determine whether, on an essentially linear rather than a polycentric axis, the ratio of benefits and burdens allocated between the parties is so one-sided as to be outrageous. 225 These same institutional considerations apply to the other content-related grounds for setting aside contractual agreements, such as contracts that are against public policy or illegal. 226 In these lastreferenced contexts where courts are willing to review the content of bargained-for deals, the relatively more focused legal standards identify a limited set of independent factual elements upon which to focus judicial attention, thereby allowing the litigants to participate meaningfully in de- Even if a clear and convincing burden were to apply, the litigants would be left to argue their cases under the vague legal standard of fairness under the circumstances, and they could not take the court through a linear chain of logic to a favorable conclusion.
225. Regarding the linearity of the "How much ratio imbalance is too much?" issue, see James A. Henderson, Jr., Design Defect Litigation Revisited, 61 CORNELL L. REV. 541, 546 (1976) ("How much warning is enough?" is linear; "How much product safety is enough?" is polycentric). Regarding the outrageousness standard, see HILLMAN, supra note 8, at 216-17 ("In general, cases finding what amounts to substantive unconscionability are pretty outrageous."). Thus, the unconscionability standard renders the litigants' arguments focused and linear, as an adjustment in the burden of persuasion does not. Cf. Fuller, supra note 48, at 394-404 (describing polycentric adjudication); supra note 161 and accompanying text (noting that the legal standards that trigger judicial intervention in public facility reform litigation focus judicial inquiry and do not present polycentric issues).
226. HILLMAN, supra note 8, at 208-12. No. 1] CONTRACT'S CONSTITUTIVE CORE 131 termining at trial whether or not to enforce the terms of their agreement.
227
This pattern of courts avoiding the application of vague legal standards to solve polycentric problems is also evident in connection with judicial reactions to contract terms. Some scholars favor the use of vague contract language when such usage saves more in reduced front-end (time of contracting) costs than it generates in increased back-end (time of trial) costs. 228 In this connection the authors of the just-critiqued incomplete contracts article assert that "courts seem to actively interpret and enforce vague terms." 229 On closer examination of one of their leading examples-"best efforts" clauses-the authors' assertion is less telling than it first appears. They admit that the parties drafting a contract must "make some effort to describe their obligations" and that courts "will decline enforcement on account of excessive vagueness."
230 Moreover, in the decisions on which the authors rely, courts have construed "best efforts" in ways that significantly reduce the polycentricity of the issue presented for decision. 231 For example, none of the holdings condone an all-things-considered inquiry into the reasonableness of the defendant's efforts to comply. In actuality, consistent with this Article's analysis, courts interpret contract language more narrowly and refuse the parties' invitations to rely on vague reasonableness standards. Contract's regulative penumbra also calls for judicial review of the conduct of deal makers (rather than simply the contents of deals). Proscribed behaviors such as fraud 233 and duress 234 prevent agreements from constituting meaningful solutions to at least one party's problems. But this substantive explanation does not add very much to traditional bargain theory analyses of contract law. Once again, the problem-solving perspective makes a unique contribution with regard to the form, rather than the substance, of the relevant regulative standards. Thus, without exception, the rules comprising contract's regulative penumbra are sufficiently specific to protect courts from being required to solve polycentric problems. Case law identifies elements of fraud, for example, quite specifically-even the rules governing nondisclosure of material facts impose circumscribed and limited duties, triggered by specifically defined events. 235 In similar fashion, the rules governing unlawful duress do not justify nonenforcement based merely on a showing that one party pressured the other to agree to a one-sided deal. Instead, the rules require proof of specifically predetermined circumstances that reveal the deal making to have been tantamount to extortion. 
Judicial Efforts to Make Sense of, and Sometimes to Salvage, Solutions Embodied in Bargained-for Agreements
When a U.S. court concludes that a bargained-for agreement constitutes an attempt by the parties to solve their problems and that regulative norms are satisfied, initial judicial skepticism largely evaporates and the court engages in supportive efforts to implement the parties' solutions. Thus, courts not only interpret and implement deals purposefully within their institutional limits, but they also help deal makers to cope with exigencies including breaches that occur in problematic phases of performance, mutual mistakes that relate to material facts, impossibility or impracticability of performance, and external circumstances that threaten to defeat the underlying purpose of the deal. Responding to these exigencies may lead courts to fill gaps in the language and, in extreme cases, to reform the contracts themselves. Not surprisingly, the trick is for courts to accomplish those deal-supportive objectives without seriously exceeding their institutional capabilities.
The problem-solving perspective helps to explain the methodology by which courts make sense of contract language. A major judicial concern is to ensure the trustworthiness of proof from outside sources re- 1645, 1656 (2003) (explaining that the development of the broad "Disclosure Principle" should not be applied directly to individual cases but should be used in "the formulation of a more specific, multi-stranded rule concerning when disclosure is or is not required in given classes of cases").
236. HILLMAN, supra note 8, at 195. garding what deal makers intended. Thus, when the parties have reduced a deal to writing, the parol evidence rule prevents courts from relying on extrinsic evidence to contradict clear contract language. 237 Because such proof relates to issues of historical fact-what the parties acactually intended-it does not directly present the court with polycentric problems. But once an inquiry into the parties' intentions is undertaken, the temptation is to replace that inquiry with the polycentric question of what reasonable or fair-minded persons would have intended. It follows that even when parts of the contract are vague or ambiguous and thus invite inquiry into subjective intent, courts limit themselves to specific evidence such as trade custom and usage, prior courses of dealing between the parties, and other portions of the contract itself. 238 And a proverbial host of interpretative rules and maxims, many with fancy Latin names, help focus judicial efforts to interpret deals. 239 Besides being trustworthy, these external sources also provide inputs that are specific enough to avoid the court being forced to engage excessively in unfocussed, openended speculations regarding what reasonable persons would likely have intended under the circumstances.
Courts are also called upon to deal with the disruptive fallout effects of unanticipated exigencies. Parties' nonperformance is something that deal makers often address explicitly-for example, this Article earlier acknowledged the enforceability of liquidated damages provisions when they appear to serve problem-solving objectives. 240 Recent scholarship explores more broadly the efficiency implications of deal makers addressing the possibility of breach ex ante, in the deals themselves, rather than relying entirely on judicial regulation ex post. 241 When courts address the fallout effects of material breach, they typically confront one or a combination of four major issues: (1) how to interpret terms in the contract explicitly relating to the possibility of breach; (2) whether to excuse nonperformance on the basis of an unanticipated, purpose-defeating exigency; (3) how to apply regulative rules governing the duties of mitigation of breach-related losses; and (4) whether and how to give legal effect to modifications and renegotiations that anticipate, or follow, a material breach.
Regarding the first of these issues, courts will give effect, subject to normative constraints, to specific ex ante directions from the parties re- garding what should happen in the event of material breach. 242 The interesting question, considered earlier, is whether courts will, ex post, apply vague standards of reasonableness contained in deals in trying to solve coordination problems that the parties self-consciously chose not to solve ex ante. 243 In connection with the traditional grounds upon which courts excuse nonperformance-mutual mistake, 244 impossibility, 245 impracticability, 246 and frustration of purpose 247 -enforcement of the deals as written would not serve to implement the parties' solutions to their preexisting problems. But traditional bargain theory explains that much. As with the earlier analysis of constraints on judicial review of the fairness of deals, the problem-solving perspective makes a unique contribution in connection with the formal structure, not simply the substantive content, of the rules governing excuse for nonperformance. For starters, these regulations consist of relatively specific rules rather than opentextured standards. For example, a respected commentator has observed that, to warrant relief, "courts have insisted that the frustration [of purpose] be nearly total." 248 And to obtain relief based on impracticability of performance, the aggrieved party must demonstrate that an unforeseen contingency, the nonoccurrence of which was manifestly a basic assumption on which the deal rested, has altered the essential nature of the performance. 249 Decisional law recognizes only a handful of remarkable examples of impracticability, including war, embargo, and significant market collapse due to a disastrous exigency. 250 Consistent with all that has been said previously, the general principle requiring parties injured by a breach to mitigate breach-related losses 251 does not give courts a roving commission to apply vague reasonableness norms to postbreach behavior. To the contrary, as with excuses Increased cost alone does not excuse performance unless the rise in cost is due to some unforeseen contingency which alters the essential nature of the performance. Neither is a rise or a collapse in the market in itself a justification, for that is exactly the type of business risk which business contracts made at fixed prices are intended to cover. But a severe shortage of raw materials or of supplies due to a contingency such as war, embargo, local crop failure, unforeseen shutdown of major sources of supply or the like, which either causes a marked increase in cost or altogether prevents the seller from securing supplies necessary to his performance, is within the contemplation of this section.
Id.
251. See 3 FARNSWORTH, supra note 175, at 229-48; HILLMAN, supra note 8, at 144-46.
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for nonperformance, the rules governing mitigation are formal and specific. A telltale in this regard is the extent to which the subject is infused with specialized jargon. No sooner have the concepts of "cover contracts" 252 and "lost volume contractors" 253 been mastered than one confronts the "foisting principle" 254 and the "new business rule." 255 Substantively, mitigation is consistent with the purposive, problem-solving perspective developed in this Article-breach of contract creates a new set of problems that the regulative rules governing mitigation help to solve. But an important, hitherto untold part of the mitigation story concerns the institutional limits on courts as problem solvers.
When deal makers fail ex ante to address the possibility of a disruptive eventuality that threatens their underlying objectives ex post, the parties may respond by modifying or renegotiating their agreement. If one side or the other fails to add new consideration-for example, if the renegotiated deal simply increases the price that the seller receives for the same goods and services as before-a court may invoke the preexisting duty rule and refuse to enforce. 256 In that event, the difficulty is not formal, but substantive. Thus, even if the issues are focused and adjudicable, courts have traditionally been concerned that honoring such renegotiated arrangements may encourage extortionary tactics.
257
A trend is under way for courts to overcome such concerns and to enforce contract modifications and renegotiations.
258
The problem-solving perspective explains this tendency better than do other rationales, including the bargain theory. As with the earlier-described trend favoring new methods of contract formation, 259 courts are willing to support ex post adjustments when the parties can demonstrate (largely through objective, circumstantial evidence) that renegotiation represents a flexible, middleground solution between full performance and no performance at all.
The problem-solving perspective also helps to explain judicial responses when parties ask courts to fill minor gaps in contract language. 260 Judicial willingness to grant such relief is primarily a function of the judge's perception that doing so will assist the deal makers' efforts to participate in a problem-solving, solution-implementing enterprise. 261 Thus, courts are more likely to supply missing terms when the parties are engaged in ongoing, future-oriented interactions necessarily requiring and that judges can always rely on special masters, magistrates, and court-appointed experts for assistance. 269 Both of these arguments miss the mark. While it is true that the areas the author references are technically complex, that sort of complexity is not necessarily the same as many-centeredness. In those other legal areas courts apply specific rules of decision that render claims adjudicable. 270 Regarding the availability of special masters and court-appointed experts, the powers of such court officers are traditionally limited to assisting trial judges with procedural matters and with out-of-court settlements, as explained earlier. 271 Even were a trial judge to assign the polycentric task of contract reformation to a special master, the litigants would enjoy no greater opportunity to participate meaningfully in the master's decision than if the judge had retained the task.
272
Contracts scholars seem generally to share these misunderstandings regarding the problem-solving capabilities of courts. It will be recalled from an earlier discussion of judicial review of the fairness of bargainedfor deals that a pair of coauthors writing about incomplete contracts made similar errors in concluding that courts are able to perform the problem-solving tasks the authors are ready to assign to them. 273 This failure to appreciate the insights provided by the problem-solving perspective has led some contracts writers to chafe under what they view as unjustified constraints on judicial power and authority. They have gotten half of the story right-the substantive half that reflects the problemsolving, solution-implementing potential of contract's constitutive core. But they do not (yet) grasp the second half-the half concerned with institutional structures and limits-that allows for a more complete understanding of contract law. 
VI. CONCLUSION
This Article argues that problem solving, both private and public, is the primary focus of U.S. law generally and contract law in particular and that many different decision makers, including individuals, small groups of collaborators, deal-making adversaries, and governmental institutions, rely on a variety of processes in reaching and implementing solutions. The Article uses this problem-solving perspective to explain aspects of U.S. contract law that traditional bargain theories cannot explain adequately, if at all. In developing its central thesis, the analysis distinguishes between contract's constitutive core and its regulative penumbra. The core empowers private actors to reach and implement solutions to private problems. The penumbra consists of normative regulations that courts apply both to deal making and to deals to solve public coordination problems.
For courts to enforce promises and deals, plaintiffs must demonstrate an effort to use contract's core to solve problems. Gift promises do not satisfy this condition, nor do gambling contracts or penalty clauses. Once assured that an arrangement meets this problem-solving criterion, courts lend assistance, sometimes enthusiastically, in interpreting, implementing, and salvaging deals struck by the parties. At the same time, contract's regulative penumbra reins in excessive judicial enthusiasm in these regards. Thus, when vague, open-ended reasonableness norms threaten to become the primary legal standards for decision, concerns for the limits of adjudication as a problem-solving process steer courts in directions that some contracts scholars believe to be unnecessarily cautious and constrained. Instead of judging the moral rightness of these judicial responses, this Article contents itself with explaining why contract law plays out the way it does.
By developing the central role of problem solving in contract law, hopefully this Article's analysis will prove useful in helping to explain other areas of U.S. law, both private and public. The author is working on a paper using the problem-solving perspective to analyze U.S. tort law; 274 similar projects focusing on property and civil procedure may follow. Other applications might include a comparative analysis: do foreign legal systems share U.S. law's strong commitment to problem solving? This author believes that they do not-at least not to the same extentand it would be interesting to compare the relevant data. In any event, U.S. contract law is a good place to begin to develop a problem-solving perspective on U.S. law.
